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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Diana Gabaldon returns to her Outlander universe
in “The Space Between,” an irresistible novella brimming with adventure, history, and
suspense. Features a preview of the much-anticipated new Outlander novel, Written in
My Own Heart’s Blood! Joan MacKimmie is on her way to Paris to take up her vocation
as a nun. Yet her decision is less a matter of faith than fear, for Joan is plagued by
mysterious voices that speak of the future, and by visions that mark those about to die.
The sanctuary of the nunnery promises respite from these unwanted visitations . . . or
so she prays. Her chaperone is Michael Murray, a young widower who, though he still
mourns the death of his wife, finds himself powerfully drawn to his charge. But when the
time-traveling Comte St. Germain learns of Joan’s presence in Paris, and of her link to
Claire Fraser—La Dame Blanche—Murray is drawn into a battle whose stakes are not
merely the life but the very soul of the Scotswoman who, without even trying, has won
his heart. Praise for Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander series “A grand adventure written on
a canvas that probes the heart, weighs the soul and measures the human spirit across
[centuries].”—CNN, on The Fiery Cross “History comes deliciously alive on the
page.”—New York Daily News, on Outlander “Abounds with Gabaldon’s sexy
combination of humor, wild adventure and, underlying it all, the redemptive power of
true love.”—The Dallas Morning News, on The Fiery Cross “Gabaldon is a born
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storyteller. . . . The pages practically turn themselves.”—The Arizona Republic, on
Dragonfly in Amber “Wonderful . . . This is escapist historical fiction at its best.”—San
Antonio Express-News, on Drums of Autumn
Praise for Susan Higginbotham's Novels "Susan Higginbotham transports her readers
into a vividly portrayed past."-Helen Hollick, author of The Pendragon's Banner trilogy A
daughter can be a dangerous weapon in the battle for the throne of England Frances
Grey harbored no dream of her children taking the throne. Cousin of the king, she knew
the pitfalls of royalty and privilege. Better to marry them off, marry them well, perhaps to
a clan like the Dudleys. Jane Dudley knew her husband was creeping closer to the
throne, but someone had to take charge, for the good of the country. She couldn't see
the twisted path they all would follow. The never-before-told story of the women behind
the crowning of Jane Grey, this novel is a captivating peek at ambition gone awry, and
the damage left in its wake. "Susan Higginbotham draws the reader under her
spell...she brings the dead to life."-Christy English, author of The Queen's Pawn, praise
for The Stolen Crown "A beautiful blending of turbulent history and deeply felt
fiction...Higginbotham has given readers of historical fiction a gift to treasure."-Karen
Harper, New York Times bestselling author of The Irish Princess, praise for The Queen
of Last Hopes"
Finally, all three seasons of This Plague of Days are here in one monster volume. This
book has been awarded an Honorable Mention for Writer's Digest's 2014 SelfPage 2/28
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Published e-Book Awards. The Walking Dead + The Stand + Stranger in a Strange
Land = This Plague of Days The Apocalypse kills billions as new, deadly species are
born. Jaimie Spencer, a strange boy from Kansas City, Missouri, fights for our future.
Follow his family and an intrepid band of European refugees as we all fall into the
Mindfield. To win the future, we must confront ourselves. "Just when you think you've
got Robert Chazz Chute and his zombies figured out, he ups the ante...it'll kill you." Armand Rosamilia, author of the Dying Days series Packed with surprises, this is a
huge adventure filled with humor, twists and suspense. Chute takes us on strange
journeys, from humans versus each other and humans versus infected cannibals to
exploring the nature of existence amid a war like you've never seen. Prepare yourself.
The human condition is changing. Season One of This Plague of Days is The Siege.
Season Two is The Journey. Season Three is The War. *Each chapter heading is a line
to a long, dark poem that provides hints to the plot. Revisit the Table of Contents at the
end, and all will become clear.
Thinking Dead: What the Zombie Apocalypse Means, edited by Murali Balaji, examines
various aspects of the zombie apocalypse scenario from the perspective of a variety of
theoretical frameworks. Essays in the collection shed light on why we are so obsessed
with the undead. This is a cutting-edge volume for the growing scholarship on media
representations of zombies.
TAKE THE BOOK JURASSIC PARK - REMOVE THE DINOSAURS - REPLACE THEM
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WITH ZOMBIESBen Cutler just wants an honest way to make a lot of money!
Unemployed and on the short end of the employment stick, he knows his chances of
getting a traditional job is slim to never. Ever resourceful and always a forward thinker,
Ben comes up with a brilliant idea-Zombie Park! Create a park with zombies, sell tickets
and people will come by the hundreds. To his surprise, one of the richest men in the
world backs his project and makes Ben an instant millionaire!Scientists Nicholas and
Kathy Hollman have been commissioned by General Wilbur Poe to create "smart
zombies" to be used on the battlefield instead of live soldiers. With glory in his eyes,
Nicholas is determined to not only create the formula, but cut his wife out of the
equation and take all the credit himself. Unfortunately for Nicholas, Kathy is the brain
behind everything they do.Robert Forenstein has found the perfect cover for the smart
zombie project in Ben Cutler's Zombie Park. He and General Poe will make America
the first country to use zombies as weapons of mass destruction and make billions in
the process! As with all plans, everyone has their own agenda and the Zombie Park
project is no different. The plan rapidly unravels as Nicholas botches the experiments
and is inadvertently creating an army of out of control zombies. With a trail of bodies in
their wake, neither the Hollmans nor Forenstein realize the true motives behind General
Poe's zombie army...and it ain't to save the world! Zombie Park is phenomenal! I don't
even like most zombie books because they don't make a lot of sense, but this one held
grabbed my attention and wouldn't let go until the very end! I hope you have part two
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ready because readers are going to beat down your door to get the next installment!
This book is crying for a movie adaptation!
The City of Lights is crawling with the undead who care nothing for love or wine and are
hell-bent on getting the one thing they want - your brains. The living have only one hope
– Bethany Nitshimi who carries with her an encrypted file containing the key to the cure.
Unfortunately Bethany is battling the undead, the apocalypse, and a group who will stop
at nothing to keep her from curing the plague.My Zombie My picks up where I Zombie I
left off and heads into Paris. Bethany's gang of heroes has picked up a few more strays
and mankind is getting dangerously close to the end. As Bethany battles the zombie
horde she must crack the file, get the cure, and save the human race, before we are
just meat for the beasts.
Diana Gabaldon, bestselling author of the acclaimed Outlander series, weaves an
engrossing tale of war, history, and suspense in this original novella—now available as a
standalone eBook—featuring returning hero Lord John Grey. London, 1759. After a high
society electric-eel party leads to a duel that ends badly, Lord John Grey feels the need
to lie low for a while. Conveniently, before starting his new commission in His Majesty’s
army, Lord John receives an urgent summons. An old friend from the military, Charlie
Carruthers, is facing court-martial in Canada, and has called upon Lord John to serve
as his character witness. Grey voyages to the New World—a land rife with savages
(many of them on his own side) and cleft by war—where he soon finds that he must
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defend not only his friend’s life but his own. Praise for Diana Gabaldon’s novels
featuring Lord John Grey “Call it what you will—historical adventure, conspiracy
thriller—it’s an engrossing story, masterfully paced, with exciting plot twists, swift
reversals and robust characterizations.”—The Globe and Mail, on The Scottish Prisoner
“[A] thoroughly entertaining and wonderfully witty historical mystery set in the richly
detailed, occasionally bawdy world of Georgian England.”—Booklist, on Lord John and
the Private Matter “From London’s literary salons and political intrigue to fearsome
battle scenes in the Seven Years’ War, [Diana Gabaldon’s] writing is always vivid and
often lyrical.”—The Washington Post, on Lord John and the Brotherhood of the Blade
The Morningstar virus. Those infected suffer delerium, fever, violent behaviour ... and a
hundred per cent mortality rate. But that's not the worst of it. The victims return from the
dead to walk the earth. And when a massive military operation fails to contain the
plague of the living dead, it escalates into a worldwide pandemic. On one side of the
world, thousands of miles from home, a battle-hardened general surveys the remnants
of his command: a young medic, a veteran photographer, a rash private, and dozens of
refugees -- all of them his responsibility. Meanwhile in the United States, an army
colonel discovers the darker side of Morningstar and collaborates with a well-known
journalist to leak the information to the public...
An illustrated, comprehensive guide to surviving an attack by hordes of the predatory
undead explains zombie physiology and behavior, the most effective weaponry and
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defense strategies, how to outfit one's home for a long siege, and how to survive in any
territory or terrain. Original. 35,000 first printing.
From the two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Underground Railroad and The
Nickel Boys A pandemic has devastated the planet, sorting humanity into two types: the
uninfected and the infected, the living and the living dead. After the worst of the plague
is over, armed forces stationed in Chinatown’s Fort Wonton have successfully
reclaimed the island south of Canal Street—aka Zone One. Mark Spitz is a member of
one of the three-person civilian sweeper units tasked with clearing lower Manhattan of
the remaining feral zombies. Zone One unfolds over three surreal days in which Spitz is
occupied with the mundane mission of straggler removal, the rigors of Post-Apocalyptic
Stress Disorder (PASD), and the impossible task of coming to terms with a fallen world.
And then things start to go terribly wrong… At once a chilling horror story and a literary
novel by a contemporary master, Zone One is a dazzling portrait of modern civilization
in all its wretched, shambling glory. Look for Colson Whitehead’s bestselling new
novel, Harlem Shuffle!
Los Angeles County park ranger, Jack Carter, is about to discover that not all is as it
seems in his tranquil life. Once responsible for patrolling the many public parks, in
particular the popular Griffith Park with its famous observatory and zoo, Jack is about to
discover that a whole new kind of animal roams his woods. The undead kind. It begins
when his brother, on leave from the military, arrives sick. Deathly sick. Jack's concern
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turns to alarm when his own flesh and blood turns on him, forcing the park ranger to
take drastic measures. Now searching for answers and help for his brother, Jack finds
himself on the run from a lethal group of government agents—and from something
monstrous that stalks his woods. Something not of this world...and hungry for flesh.
"This is like reading World War Z...hooks you from the beginning and you can't stop
reading!" Armand Rosamilia, Author of the Dying Days zombie series An autistic boy +
elements of The Stand + 28 Days Later = A haunting protagonist versus the Running
Dead Jaimie Spencer is a strange autistic boy caught in a fight for survival as the SutrX virus spreads across the world. While governments lie to their citizens to quarantine
victims and isolate cities, the inexorable mind virus brings civilization as we know it to
an end. Sutr-X sweeps away all we knew, but the plague doesn't stop there. As the
virus mutates to become Sutr-Z, Britain falls as the zombies rise. The war for the future
has begun and the greater numbers are on the side of the infected. Terrorists created
the plague and made ordinary civilians into rabid bio-weapons. The Ungrateful Living
and the rabid cannibals all share one thing in common: they are just like you. Who will
love This Plague of Days? Horror readers, zombie lovers, word nerds, paranoids,
preppers and readers of all things apocalyptic.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A magnificent collection of Outlander short
fiction—including two never-before-published novellas—featuring Jamie Fraser, Lord
John Grey, Master Raymond, and many more, from Diana Gabaldon Among the seven
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spellbinding pieces there is “The Custom of the Army,” which begins with Lord John
Grey being shocked by an electric eel and ends at the Battle of Quebec. Then comes
“The Space Between,” where it is revealed that the Comte St. Germain is not dead,
Master Raymond appears, and a widowed young wine dealer escorts a would-be
novice to a convent in Paris. In “A Plague of Zombies,” Lord John unexpectedly
becomes military governor of Jamaica when the original governor is gnawed by what
probably wasn’t a giant rat. “A Leaf on the Wind of All Hallows” is the moving story of
Roger MacKenzie’s parents during World War II. In “Virgins,” Jamie Fraser, aged
nineteen, and Ian Murray, aged twenty, become mercenaries in France, no matter that
neither has yet bedded a lass or killed a man. But they’re trying. . . . “A Fugitive
Green” is the story of Lord John’s elder brother, Hal, and a seventeen-year-old rare
book dealer with a sideline in theft, forgery, and blackmail. And finally, in “Besieged,”
Lord John learns that his mother is in Havana—and that the British Navy is on their way
to lay siege to the city. Filling in mesmerizing chapters in the lives of characters readers
have followed over the course of thousands of pages, Gabaldon’s genius is on full
display throughout this must-have collection. “Gabaldon is in fine form . . . weaving
together characters’ lives, connecting plot points, and showing tantalizing glimpses of
the larger Outlander world, of which this reader can never get enough.”—Historical
Novels Review
From the exquisitely talented and award-winning author of the Outlander Saga come
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two additions to the oeuvre, both featuring Lord John Grey. This dashing character first
appeared in Gabaldon’s blockbuster, Voyager, and readers cheered him on in the New
York Times bestselling Lord John and the Private Matter. Diana Gabaldon takes
readers back to eighteenth-century Britain as Lord John Grey pursues a deadly family
secret as well as a clandestine love affair, set against the background of the Seven
Years War. Seventeen years earlier, Grey’s father, the Duke of Pardloe, shot himself,
days before he was to be accused of being a Jacobite traitor. By raising a regiment to
fight at Culloden, Grey’s elder brother has succeeded in redeeming the family name,
aided by Grey, now a major in that regiment. But now, on the eve of the regiment’s
move to Germany, comes a mysterious threat that throws the matter of the Duke’s
death into stark new question, and brings the Grey brothers into fresh conflict with the
past and each other. From barracks and parade grounds to the battlefields of Prussia
and the stony fells of the Lake District, Lord John’s struggle to find the truth leads him
through danger and passion, ever deeper, toward the answer to the question at the
centre of his soul–what is it that is most important to a man? Love, loyalty, family
name? Self-respect, or honesty? Surviving both the battle of Krefeld and a searing
personal betrayal, he returns to the Lake District to find the man who may hold the key
to his quest: a Jacobite prisoner named Jamie Fraser. Here, Grey finds his truth and
faces a final choice: between honour and life itself.
Claire Randall is leading a double life. She has a husband in one century, and a lover in
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another... In 1945, Claire Randall, a former combat nurse, is back from the war and
reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon—when she innocently touches a
boulder in one of the ancient stone circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a
Sassenach—an "outlander"—in a Scotland torn by war and raiding border clans in the
year of our Lord...1743. Hurled back in time by forces she cannot understand, Claire's
destiny in soon inextricably intertwined with Clan MacKenzie and the forbidden Castle
Leoch. She is catapulted without warning into the intrigues of lairds and spies that may
threaten her life ...and shatter her heart. For here, James Fraser, a gallant young Scots
warrior, shows her a passion so fierce and a love so absolute that Claire becomes a
woman torn between fidelity and desire...and between two vastly different men in two
irreconcilable lives.
What started as a night at the theater and a meteor shower ended with the dead
walking the planet. Living in a fortified cul-de-sac in the shadow of Boston a group of
refugees have etched out their survival. At times they're not sure who to fear more, the
zombies wandering the streets or the power mad "controller" of Boston, Richard
Crenshaw. Until the day a crazed environmentalist shows up at the gates with promises
of "the cure" disrupting their lives. With a handful of volunteers, Catherine sets off with
her team to follow the half-mad scientist to Florida to where he believes the cure for the
zombie plague exists. When they arrive in the swamp they are greeted by unexpected
horrors both human and inhuman. The insanity of the scientist, Pierce leads them on a
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chase through the swamps of Florida searching the cure that ends badly for everyone.
"... a wild and terrifying road trip through the apocalypse! This is top notch zombie
action, told with an intelligence and energy that had me begging for more. Goudsward
writes what I love!" -Joe McKinney, Bram Stoker Award-winning author of DEAD CITY
and THE DEAD WON'T DIE "... a solid road-trip zombie novel, with a cool cast, plenty
of undead mayhem, and a wild finale in the Florida swamps I didn't see coming. Fans of
the subgenre will devour this one in no time." -The Horror Fiction Review "...the ultimate
post-apocalyptic road trip, complete with a megalomaniacal villain, an East Coast long
race to a possible cure and zombie alligators. What more could a walker fan want or
need? Read this book. Read it NOW." -Jan Kozlowski, author of DIE, YOU BASTARD!
DIE!
Los Angeles County park ranger, Jack Carter, is about to discover that not all is as it
seems in his tranquil life. Once responsible for patrolling the many public parks, in
particular the popular Griffith Park with its famous observatory and zoo, Jack is about to
discover that a whole new kind of animal roams his woods. The undead kind. Now, as
Jack struggles to stay sane—as the hunger within him grows to insatiable, uncontrollable
levels—he's about to confront his greatest fear. Indeed, the cure to the worldwide
infection just might be worse than the zombies themselves. Now, with the walking dead
spreading like wildfire, feasting on all those unlucky enough to cross their paths, one
family just might have come across a cure to save all mankind....one family against an
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army of the undead.
In this riveting, “gory, and action-packed” (Jonathan Maberry) survival thriller, set in the
expansive world of Robert Kirkman’s The Walking Dead series, three people from
different walks of life in China must join forces against the typhoon of undead as chaos
sweeps over Asia. In the aftermath of the zombie virus outbreak, what remains of the
Chinese government has estimated that one billion walkers (called jiangshi) are
currently roaming through the country. Across this dramatic landscape, large groups of
survivors have clustered together for safety in villages and towns that have been built
vertically as a means of protection against the unceasing wave of jiangshi. Before this
devastation, Zhu was one of the millions of poor farmers who left their rural roots for the
promise of consistent employment in one of China’s booming factory towns. Elena was
an American teaching English in China while on a gap year before beginning law
school. Hengyen was a grizzled military officer of some renown, and a passionate
believer in his nation’s ability to surmount any obstacle. But with the settlement’s
3,000 mouths to feed and the scavengers having to travel further and further in search
of food, Zhu ends up at his home village, where he is shocked to find survivors. Does
he force them to join the settlement or keep their existence a secret? Meanwhile,
Hengyen is tasked with the impossible: fortifying the Beacon against a 100,000-strong
“typhoon” of walkers header their way. Even though he realizes that the Beacon hardly
stands a chance, Hengyen is a believer and will stand with his compatriots to the very
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last, bringing him into conflict with Zhu, who intends to flee the path of the typhoon and
make for the safety of China’s dramatic mountain ranges before it’s too late. Given
“two decaying thumbs up,” (Jonathan Mayberry, author of Rot & Ruin), this book is
sure to get your heart racing and leave you wanting more!
A collection of urban fantasy stories features tales by Patricia Briggs, Diana Gabaldon,
Simon R. Green, S.M. Stirling, and Charlaine Harris with a new story set in the world of
her beloved heroine, Sookie Stackhouse.
BOOK ZERO of the Plague Wars series. When veteran combat lifesaver Daniel Markis
finds a mystery woman with armed invaders in his home and it all goes sideways, he
turns to his brothers in arms to fight back. On the run from the shadowy Company, soon
he finds himself in a war for possession of a genetic engineering puzzle that threatens
the stability of the world. But who is behind it all - and are they even human? The Eden
Plague is a futuristic thriller that will grip the imagination of readers who relish highenergy adventure. No zombies were harmed in the making of this book. In fact, no
zombies appear anywhere in this book. Seriously. It's not a zombie book. The Plague
Wars apocalyptic thriller series begins in the world of today with a man and a woman
twined together by circumstances, destined to change the world. It leads readers into
an ever-darkening future of upheaval, struggle and war marked by the depths of evil
and the heights of selfless sacrifice. Plagues, new technologies and extraterrestrial
meddling provide the backdrop for heroes and villains to struggle for control of the
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destiny of humanity. The Plague Wars series is suitable for adults and older teens, and
generally corresponds to a PG-13 movie rating due to strong language, violence, and
mature themes. The books in the Plague Wars series: Plague Wars: Decade One - The
Eden Plague - Reaper's Run - Skull's Shadows - Eden's Exodus - Apocalypse Austin Nearest Night Plague Wars: Alien Invasion - The Demon Plagues - The Reaper Plague
- The Orion Plague - Cyborg Strike - Comes the Destroyer - Forge and Steel Plague
Wars: Stellar Conquest - First Conquest - Desolator: Conquest - Tactics of Conquest Conquest of Earth - Conquest and Empire Keywords: free ebook, thriller, science fiction
thriller, science fiction, genetic engineering, fiction science fiction series, apocalyptic,
military science fiction, virus, plague, alien contact, free military Science Fiction, free
Military Thrillers, dystopian series, Post-Apocalyptic science fiction, medical thriller,
biological thriller, Quantico Marine Base, Virginia, Washington D.C., FBI
SPECIAL FOR THIS EDITION: The Return of Jamie & Claire -- a sneak preview of the
next Outlander novel! Plus the short story Lord John and the Hell-fire Club. Adored
bestselling author Diana Gabaldon brings us the first book in a new trilogy featuring
many of the characters from her wildly popular Outlander series. In her New York
Times bestselling Outlander novels, Diana Gabaldon introduced millions of readers to a
dazzling world of history and adventure -- a world of vibrant settings and utterly
unforgettable characters. Now one of these characters, Major Lord John Grey, opens
the door to his own part of this world -- eighteenth-century London, a seething anthill of
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nobility and rabble peopled by soldiers and spies, whores and dukes. Great Britain is
battling France for supremacy on three continents -- and life is good for a soldier. The
year is 1757. On a clear morning in mid-June, Lord John Grey emerges from London’ s
Beefsteak Club, his mind in turmoil. A nobleman and a high-ranking officer in His
Majesty’s Army, Grey has just witnessed something shocking. But his efforts to avoid a
scandal that might destroy his family are interrupted by something still more urgent: the
Crown appoints him to investigate the brutal murder of a comrade in arms, who may
have been a traitor. Obliged to pursue two inquiries at once, Major Grey finds himself
ensnared in a web of treachery and betrayal that touches every stratum of English
society -- and threatens all he holds dear. From the bawdy houses of London’ s nightworld to the stately drawing rooms of the nobility, and from the blood of a murdered
corpse to the thundering seas ruled by the majestic fleet of the East India Company,
Lord John pursues the elusive trails of a vanishing footman and a woman in green
velvet, who may hold the key to everything -- or nothing. The early days of the Seven
Years War come brilliantly to life in this historical mystery by an author whose unique
and compelling storytelling has engrossed millions of readers worldwide.
Influenza swept the planet. In months, two billion were dead. In the decimated United
States, President Andrew Thomas signed an Executive Order to spray the national food
and water supply with a flu vaccine. It spread and mutated up the food chain. The
infected craved the flesh of the living and the undead walked the earth. Overnight,
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Emily Gray's privileged world was ripped away. From pampered trophy wife to
sharpshooter zombie hunter. From an elite address in San Francisco to the outskirts of
an East Bay farm town. You never know what event will define you. The apocalypse
showed Emily what she was truly capable of doing to survive. Seth Ripley was a truck
driver with simple dreams. Pay off his mortgage, not live paycheck to paycheck, and
take care of his mom. The end of the world as he knew it stole all that away. His home
and livelihood are gone and the only dream he has left is for his mother to awake from
her diabetic coma brought on from the trials and tribulations of getting out of Oakland
ahead of the horde of undead. When surviving day to day is all you ask of life, love
seems an unrealistic dream. Who would ever think that something as terrible as the
zombie apocalypse could bring Seth and Emily something as wonderful as their other
half, their soul mate, their true love? Now all they have to do is survive death,
destruction, and a madman who wants to control what is left of the world they knew.
This horrifying exclusive eNovella is a thrilling companion to bestselling author Darren
Shan's Zom-B series! Cat Ward believes that the world punishes the weak. As a high
school teacher, she has witnessed the way people exploit every vulnerability, which is
why she steels herself against her class of indifferent, disruptive students-none more
despicable than B Smith. Cat's philosophy is put to the test when zombies overtake the
school and the rest of London, and she must do whatever it takes to survive. But her
decisions may come back to haunt when Cat encounters a nightmarish mutant clown
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named Mr. Dowling and the terrors that await beneath his circus big top. Word Count:
16,773
While writing a blog as therapy to grieve his wife's death, a lawyer unknowingly records
the last days of humanity in a world where governments are scrambling to create safe
zones and chaos reigns.
Kate and Michael are roommates living in the Oakland hills, working at the same Trader
Joes supermarket. A night of drunken revelry changes their lives forever, but not in the
way that anyone would expect. A slow-spreading plague of zombie-ism breaks out at
their house party, spreading amongst their circle of friends, and simultaneously through
the Bay Area. This zombie plague — an STD of sorts — is spread through sex and
kissing, turning its victims into mindless, horny, voracious killers. Thrust into extremes
by this slow- motion tragedy, Kate and Michael are forced to confront the choices
they've made in their lives, and their fears of commitment, while trying to stay alive and
reunite in the one place in the Bay Area that's likely to be safe and secure from the
zombie hoards: Alcatraz.
Horror meets humorous urban fantasy in the sixth book in the White Trash Zombie
series • Winner of the 2012 Best Urban Fantasy Protagonist by the RT Awards Angel
Crawford has finally pulled herself together (literally!) after her disastrous
dismemberment on Mardi Gras. She’s putting the pieces of her life back in order and is
ready to tackle whatever the future holds. Too bad the future is a nasty bitch. There’s a
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new kind of zombie in town: mindless shamblers, infectious and ravenous. With the
threat of a full-blown shambler pandemic looming, and a loved one stricken, Angel and
the “real” zombies scramble to find a cure. Yet when Angel uncovers the true reason
the plague is spreading so quickly, she adds “no-holds-barred revenge” to her to-do
list. Angel is busting her ass dealing with shambling hordes, zombie gators, government
jerks, and way too many mosquitos, but this white trash chick ain’t giving up. Good
thing, since the fate of the world is resting on her undead shoulders.
Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the acclaimed Outlander
series, delivers a captivating tale of history and suspense, with a touch of the
supernatural, featuring Lord John Grey. This novella, originally published as “Lord John
and the Plague of Zombies,” is now available as a standalone eBook. Lord John Grey,
a lieutenant-colonel in His Majesty’s army, arrives in Jamaica with orders to quash a
slave rebellion brewing in the mountains. But a much deadlier threat lies close at hand.
The governor of the island is being menaced by zombies, according to a servant. Lord
John has no idea what a zombie is, but it doesn’t sound good. It sounds even worse
when hands smelling of grave dirt come out of the darkness to take him by the throat.
Between murder in the governor’s mansion and plantations burning in the mountains,
Lord John will need the wisdom of serpents and the luck of the devil to keep the island
from exploding. Praise for Diana Gabaldon’s novels featuring Lord John Grey “Call it
what you will—historical adventure, conspiracy thriller—it’s an engrossing story,
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masterfully paced, with exciting plot twists, swift reversals, and robust
characterizations.”—The Globe and Mail, on The Scottish Prisoner “[Diana Gabaldon’s]
writing is always vivid and often lyrical.”—The Washington Post, on Lord John and the
Brotherhood of the Blade “[A] thoroughly entertaining and wonderfully witty historical
mystery set in the richly detailed, occasionally bawdy world of Georgian
England.”—Booklist, on Lord John and the Private Matter
You’ve never, ever read a story like this. Ashley Young is stuck in an unsatisfying
marriage and a dead-end job. But when a sexually transmitted plague breaks out in her
small town—one that slowly transforms everyone infected into crazed zombielike sex
fiends—everything about her life changes. Facing quarantine, National Guard
barricades, the onset of winter, and a rapidly spreading, mysterious sex plague, Ashley
and everyone else in her small Colorado town find their deepest feelings for one
another surfacing…both amorously and violently. When everyone in Ashley’s life begins
taking comfort in one another’s arms, no one really knows who’s infected and who’s
not. And because the disease perpetuates itself as an aphrodisiac, sex—the very thing
that offers comfort—only contributes to spreading the plague. In a crumbling world with
little to lose, Ashley begins to discover a resilience she didn’t know she possessed and
a strength she’s never had before. Her newly acquired agency may come at a price,
however, when Ashley must ultimately choose between her own survival and saving the
people she loves. DEAD IN BED by Bailey Simms delivers a tour-de-force series that’s
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as emotionally incisive as it is shockingly sexy, as heartbreaking as it is hilarious, and
as frightful as it is impossible to put down.
When Benny and his friends learn that a scientist may have discovered a cure for the
zombie plague, they mount a search and rescue mission, unaware that the reapers
want the cure to wipe humanity off the face of the earth.
A pestilence has fallen across the land. Run and hide. Seek shelter. Do not panic. The
infected WILL find you. When Great Britain is hit by a devastating epidemic, four old
friends must cross a chaotic, war-torn England to reach their families. But between
them and home, the country is teeming with those afflicted by the virus - cannibalistic,
mutated monsters whose only desires are to infect and feed. THE LAST PLAGUE is
here.
A Handful Of Survivors For thirty years, they have avoided the outbreak of walking
death that has consumed America's heartland. They have secured a small compound
near the ruins of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Isolated from the world. Immune to the horror.
Blissfully unaware of what lies outside in the region known as the Dead Lands. Until
now. . . A New Generation Of Explorers Led by a military vet who's seen better days,
the inexperienced offspring of the original survivors form a small expedition to explore
the wastelands around them. A biologist, an anthropologist, a photographer, a salvage
expert--all are hoping to build a new future from the rubble, which they call the "Dead
Lands." Until all hell breaks loose. . . A Land Of Death The infected are still out there.
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Stalking. Feeding. Spreading like a virus. Wild animals roam the countryside, hunting
prey. Small pockets of humanity hide in the shadows: some scared, some mad, all
dangerous. This is the New World. If the explorers want it, they'll have to take it. Dead
or alive. . . Praise for Joe McKinney's novels "A merciless, fast-paced and genuinely
scary read that will leave you absolutely breathless." --Bram Stoker Award-winning
author Brian Keene on Dead City "A rising star on the horror scene." --Fearnet.com
Zombies are real. And we made them. Are you prepared for the zombie apocalypse?
The Smith family is, with the help of a few marines. When an airborne _zombieÓ
plague is released, bringing civilization to a grinding halt, the Smith family, Steven,
Stacey, Sophia and Faith, take to the Atlantic to avoid the chaos. The plan is to find a
safe haven from the anarchy of infected humanity. What they discover, instead, is a sea
composed of the tears of survivors and a passion for bringing hope. For it is up to the
Smiths and a small band of Marines to somehow create the refuge that survivors seek
in a world of darkness and terror. Now with every continent a holocaust and every ship
an abattoir, life is lived under a graveyard sky. At the publisher's request, this title is
sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). _. . .the thinking reader•s zombie
novel. . .Ringo fleshes out his theme with convincing detailsãthe proceedings become
oddly plausible.Ó¾Publishers Weekly_If you think the zombie apocalypse will never
happen, if you•ve never been afraid of zombies, you may change your mind after
reading Under a Graveyard Sky. . .Events build slowly in the book at the outset, but you
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can•t stop reading because it•s like watching a train wreck in slow motion: inexorable
and horrible. And the zombie apocalypse in these pages is so fascinating that you can•t
stop flipping pages to see what happens next.Ó¾Bookhound

When civilization ends - When hundreds of millions of the dead return to eat the
living - How will the remaining humans survive? One week ago there were over
300 million people living in America. Today there are less than 5000. After a manmade plague destroys the population cities burn, and the government crumbles
when the dead come back to life as flesh-hungry zombies. Wim, a 30-year-old
farmer, purposely kept himself cut off from other people, but when the undead
arrive at his farm, intent on eating him, he's forced to venture out into the land
around him and fight to save a world on which he long ago turned his back.
Survivors from all walks of life - criminals and fry cooks, teenagers and soldiers battle to survive zombies and each other as mankind races toward extinction.
Book 1 in the epic "Life of Dead" zombie apocalypse saga.
TOP NAME WRITERS ENTER THE REALM OF JOHN RINGO'S BLACK TIDE
RISING ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE SERIES! A collection of all-original stories set in
the Black Tide Rising series of novels created by multiple New York Times bestselling author John Ringo Stories by John Ringo, Eric Flint, John Scalzi & Dave
Klecha, Sarah A. Hoyt, Jody Lynn Nye, Michael Z. Williamson and more. The
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news that humanity had been dreading for ages had come true. Zombies are
real. Worst of all, we created them. The apocalypse was upon us, and every
man, woman and child had to answer a simple question of themselves: “What do
we do now?” For a group of neighbors in the Chicago suburbs of Northern
Indiana, it was “work together or die”...and figure out how to live on top of oil
storage tanks to keep the zombies at bay. For the Biological Emergency
Response Teams in New York City, it was “how long can we fight off the infected
before it's too late” . . .as well as having to fight other groups all out to claim a
dwindling stock of supplies and safety. And for a group of cheerleaders, it was
about the end of their world. And about what happens when you get a group of
physically fit young women really, reallyangry. Featuring original stories from
some of the brightest stars in the science fiction universe: John Ringo; Eric Flint,
John Scalzi & Dave Klecha, Sarah A. Hoyt, Jody Lynn Nye, Michael Z.
Williamson, Kacey Ezella—cheerleading coach, veteran, and helicopter pilot—and
more. At the publishers request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). About Black Tide Rising: "Set in Ringo’s “Black Tide Rising”
zombie apocalypse universe, these 12 stories by Eric Flint, John Scalzi and Dave
Klecha, Sarah A. Hoyt, Jody Lynn Nye, Michael Z. Williamson, and other authors
ponder events that might arise when humans discover that zombies are real.
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Emotions outweigh common sense, as one woman searches for the zombie who
killed her family. When the infected reach a tipping point in a Denver hospital in
Hoyt’s story, a group of medical workers and patients must decide if “Do No
Harm” actually applies. Williamson’s “How Do You Solve a Problem Like
Grandpa?” shows what happens when a family’s eccentric doomsayer patriarch
is correct. In Mike Massa’s “Battle of the BERTs,” competing Biological
Emergency Response Teams in New York ascend as the new mafia—with the
infected as their trade. And finally, Ringo’s “The Meaning of Freedom” has
experts around the world determining that a large percentage of the infected are
no longer carriers but survivors. VERDICTThis anthology broadens Ringo’s
Black Tide world, serving up doses of humanity amid the ravenous afflicted.
Comedy has a place in this harsh reality, and these stories stir adventure and
emotion at a frantic clip throughout. Zombie fiction fans will be thrilled."—KC About
the Black Tide Rising Series: “Not only has Ringo found a mostly unexplored
corner of the zombie landscape, he's using the zombie frame to tackle a broader
theme: the collapse and rebirth of civilization. The zombie scenes are exciting,
sure, but its the human story that keeps us involved. A fine series.”—Booklist
About Under a Graveyard Sky: “Ringo combines humor and horror in this strong
series debut, the thinking reader’s zombie novel.”—Publishers Weekly About
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John Ringo: “[Ringo’s work is] peopled with three-dimensional characters and
spiced with personal drama as well as tactical finesse.”—Library Journal “. . .
Explosive. . . . fans. . .will appreciate Ringo’s lively narrative and flavorful
characters.”—Publishers Weekly “. . .practically impossible not to read in one
sitting . . . exceedingly impressive . . . executed with skill, verve, and
wit.”—Booklist “Crackerjack storytelling.”—Starlog BLACK TIDE RISING SERIES:
Under a Graveyard Sky To Sail a Darkling Sea Islands of Rage and Hope
Strands of Sorrow
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jamie Thornton. A
thrilling science fiction series... ...once upon a time a plague ended the world. Will
Corrina save the boy she loves? "Thrilling...keeps you reading and wanting
more." ? ? ? ? ? "I couldn't put this down." ? ? ? ? ? "...left me hungry for the next
book." ? ? ? ? ? A single drop of blood is all it takes to change you. Sometimes
the blood fills you with rage, but sometimes it does...something else. When a new
virus unleashes violence that devastates eighteen-year-old Corrina's
neighborhood, all Corrina can think about is surviving. But when the boy she
loves is kidnapped by a group of government soldiers, she must team up with a
strange group of street kids to save him. Powerful enemies, bizarre memories, a
government willing to do anything for control.... You'll love this terrifying sci-fi
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plague apocalypse, because the best ones have twists you never see coming.
Get it now.
A keepsake collection of Lord John Grey’s shorter adventures and a spectacular
addition to any Gabaldon fan’s library, Lord John and the Hand of Devils brings
three unique novellas together for the first time. Lord John and the Hellfire Club
marks the first appearance of Lord John outside the Outlander novels. A young
diplomat who had begged for Lord John’s help is killed before he can explain his
need. Witnessing the murder, Grey vows to avenge the young man, as the trail
leads to the notorious Hellfire Club and the dark caves beneath Medmenham
Abbey. In Lord John and the Succubus, Grey’s assignment as liaison to a
Hanoverian regiment in Germany finds him caught between two threats: the
advancing French and Austrian army, and the menace of a mysterious “nighthag,” who spreads fear and death among the troops. Finally, in Lord John and
the Haunted Soldier, Lord John is called to the Arsenal at Woolwich to answer a
Royal Commission of Enquiry’s questions regarding a cannon that exploded
during the battle of Krefeld. Accusations ensue, and Lord John finds himself kneedeep in a morass of gunpowder, treason, and plot–haunted by a dead lieutenant,
and followed by a man with no face.
Four extraordinary stories featuring characters from the bestselling Outlander
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series. The fiery trails of tracer bullets, as a wounded Spitfire falls from the sky. A
Jamaican plantation burns deep into the night. A handful of heroic Highlanders
fight their way straight up a vertical cliff to stand on the Plains of Abraham in a
fiery dawn. And a torch burns green, through the eerie surrounds of a Parisian
cemetery, down into the mysteries of the earth. Four Outlander tales, each set in
a different time and place, and yet each one a fiery thread in the warp and weft of
the epic story that began in Scotland in 1945, when Claire Randall first touched a
boulder in an ancient stone circle and was hurled back in time...
This book is an account of the history and continuation of plague as a potent
metaphor since the disease ceased to be an epidemic threat in Western Europe,
engaging with twentieth-century critiques of fascism, anti-Semitic rhetoric, the
Oedipal legacy of psychoanalysis and its reception, and film spectatorship and
the zombie genre.
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